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Detecting Code Alteration by Creating a Temporary
Memory Bottleneck
Ryan W. Gardner, Sujata Garera, and Aviel D. Rubin

Abstract—We develop a new technique whereby a poll worker
can determine whether the software executing on electronic voting
machines on election day has been altered from its factory version.
Our generalized approach allows a human, using a known challenge–response pair, to detect attacks that involve modification or
replacement of software on a computer based on the time it takes
the computer to provide a correct response to a challenge. We exploit the large difference between main memory access times and
cache memory access or CPU clock cycle times to significantly increase the time required to compute the right response when the
software has been changed.
Index Terms—Computer security, computer viruses, software
protection, software verification and validation.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONSIDER a poll worker preparing for an election where
votes are recorded and tabulated electronically. To date,
there is no known mechanism that enables the poll worker to
verify that the software responsible for processing these votes
is the same, untampered code that was certified for the election. Rather, despite repeated studies demonstrating the ability
to install covert, malicious code on voting machines [1]–[3], poll
workers and voters must simply hope that votes are counted correctly by legitimate software.
While significant research in trusted computing has provided
several methods for establishing the authenticity of software
running on remote machines, establishing the integrity of software running locally is a different problem. Existing hardwarebased solutions for establishing trust [4]–[11], such as those
using trusted platform modules (TPMs), do not apply well in
local settings because they require a separate computational device to verify the attestations produced by the trusted hardware
(generally digital signatures). This is relevant in voting, for example, where it is desirable to keep the machines completely
isolated to reduce the possibility of exploitation. More importantly, even if direct, trusted access to a separate, verifying machine were available, current hardware solutions require placing
trust in that machine to provide reliable responses. Hence, we
are back at the original problem of establishing that software is
authentic. We consider an approach for terminating this chain of
trust by using humans as a critical part of the attestation process.
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Recently, Franklin et al. introduced an approach by which
a human can personally verify the software running on a local
machine [12]. Human-verifiable attestations eliminate the need
for trust in a separate verification device by using people in the
chain of trust. Because these people can have offsetting interests, like members of opposing political parties, and can verify
the software independently, they may be more trustworthy than
black-box machines. This class of attestations allows someone
to issue a challenge to a machine and determine whether or
not its software is authentic based on the time it takes to compute a correct response. The technique for obtaining these responses, however, fundamentally depends on the existence of
a software-based attestation primitive that yields humanly detectable increases in run-time under attempts to attest unauthentic code.
We present a new approach to software-based attestation
primitives [12]–[15] that may be applicable to the design of
systems where humans can verify that software has not been
, takes an unpredictable
altered. The primitive we design,
challenge as input and computes a checksum over a specific
portion of memory and the state of the executing processor in a
fixed amount of time. When this memory or processor state is
yields an incorrect checksum with overwhelming
altered,
to comprobability. Furthermore, using code other than
pute a correct checksum over the altered memory or CPU
state results in a significant increase in the time to compute the
checksum. We refer to this act of computing a correct checksum
over altered memory or processor state as forging a checksum.
On our four test processors, under conservative assumptions,
forging a checksum requires at least 50% more time than
. Because a human, like a
computing a checksum with
poll worker with a stop watch, can distinguish a 15-s (forgery)
run-time from a 10-s (legitimate) run-time, for example, this
for
provides a realistic time constraint. We implement
the 32-bit x86 due to the architecture’s popularity and also
because of its high complexity, which makes the design task
more difficult but easier to adapt.
Our approach is based on the fact that main memory accesses are significantly slower than cached memory accesses
or instruction executions. Benchmarks in previous work and on
our test processors show that memory read times are at least
50 times greater than the time of a CPU clock cycle on the
same machine (and as much as 500 times greater on some sysexploits this fact by requiring memory-bound
tems) [16].
work of one method for forging a checksum. Attempts to forge
a checksum require an adversary to make a significantly increased number of accesses to main memory, to simulate
via some form of interpretive execution, or to use frequent hardware breakpoints. We require known methods of forgery to perform one of these actions partly by utilizing a new technique to
regularly accreate a memory bottleneck. In particular,
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cesses a portion of memory the size of the CPU’s highest-level
cache to fully utilize the cache. At the same time, it pseudorandomly modifies a large portion of its own code during the
calculation of the checksum.
The primary focus of this paper is the design and analysis of
. Before we describe
, we
the attestation function,
provide some background on software-based attestation and our
that enable it
threat model. Then, we outline properties of
to meet its goals. With these properties in mind, we explain how
is constructed. As we examine one property in particular,
’s structure limits the adversary to three
we describe how
general methods of forging a checksum. We also explain how it
takes advantage of the large delay caused by an access to main
memory. Finally, we implement small, simple portions of code
that are necessary for each of the three methods that an adversary
could use to forge a checksum.1 We run this code on processors
of several micro-architectures to approximate a lower bound on
the time required to compute a correct checksum when memory
or processor state has been altered. This time is at least 50%
even in the worst case, pogreater than the run-time of
tentially enabling human verification of software tampering.

II. RELATED WORK
Research in trusted computing can be broadly classified into
hardware-based techniques and software-based techniques. Existing hardware solutions require the use of a separate, verifying
device that must be trusted [5]–[11], [17], [18], or they require
trust in some small portion of software [19]. These solutions
do not directly apply well to attesting software that executes
on sensitive, stand-alone systems, like voting machines, since
a trustable verification device may not be available.
The idea of software-based attestation is introduced and examined by Kennell and Jamieson with Genuinity [13]. Genuinity relies on frequent inspection of CPU performance counters to detect the execution of altered software. It is later shown
to succumb to an attack by Shankar et al. [20] who are able to
write code that does not affect these counters while computing
portions of a forged checksum. Moreover, as argued by the researchers [20], performance counters are typically inconsistent
on modern processors2 rendering Genuinity unusable with those
CPUs. Seshadri et al. design SWATT for embedded devices
[14], and it requires knowledge of the entire state of memory
on the machine it attests. While it forces a 13% run-time overhead from forgeries on an Atmel ATMega163L microcontroller,
that overhead is likely to be almost negligible on standard systems with dedicated CPUs, which would have to make many
slow accesses to main memory during normal execution.
Pioneer, by Seshadri et al. [15], is implemented for the 64-bit
x86 Pentium 4 Xeon. It is susceptible to an attack that redirects
execution using a hardware breakpoint [21]. Computation of a
forged checksum on Pioneer also results in a 1.23% overhead in
execution time, so its code must run for over 5 min to produce
only a 4-s increase in run-time. Lastly, Pioneer’s security relies
1None of these portions of code are sufficient for a correct forgery. For
demonstration purposes, we also include an implementation of a complete
forgery.
2This is true of the Intel Pentium 4 model 0 and 3, the Core, and Core 2 CPUs.
We have not tested on others.
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on perfect, instruction-level optimality of the checksum function, which mandates primitive revisions for every minor processor version. When run on an Intel Core 2 processor, checksums can be forged with a run-time overhead of 0.16% (an approximate increase of 3 s over a 31-min total execution) [22].
PRISM [12], by Franklin et al., is primarily a study of human
verifiability but also presents an overview of an attestation function for the Intel XScale-PXA255 processor. The function utilizes a technique that relies on consistent performance counters,
the ability to conduct program counter (PC)-relative memory
reads,3 and the ability to use the PC as a source register in
arithmetic operations. The authors claim that the best complete
forgery of a PRISM checksum produces execution time overheads of approximately 33% although the code for computing
the forgery is necessarily very complex and it is difficult to analyze its optimality.
Further, Seshadri et al. utilize software-based attestation
functions to ensure the integrity of software on sensor nodes
with SCUBA [23]. They use a function (ICE) very similar to
Pioneer although it again requires PC-relative memory reads.
Forgery attacks against it yield overheads in run-time as low
as 3%. In a later study, Seshadri et al. also use software-based
attestation to establish shared secret keys between sensor
network nodes without any prior secrets or side channels and
without the assumption that nodes are uncompromised [24].
Recently, Gratzer and Naccache prove the existence of a software-based attestation function under a very simple, theoretical
processor model using a quine [25]. This is later extended by
Franklin and Tschantz to eliminate the need for a constant time
processor reset [26].
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we provide relevant background before de.
scribing the design of
A. Terminology
We use several terms throughout the paper to discuss the design and analysis of our attestation function. We define these
terms below.
GENERAL
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

—A small piece of software in which we want to
).
establish authenticity (using
—Our attestation function. Takes an input challenge and computes a checksum over a predefined region
of memory and the state of the executing processor.
comcorrect checksum—The checksum that
for a given challenge.
putes over the authentic
forge—The act of computing a correct checksum when
is not authentic.
—The time in which
computes a correct checksum.
—The observed time that an executing
piece of code takes to compute a correct checksum.
—The maximum perceived
for
which a checksum is considered valid.

MEMORY SPACES
3I.e., memory reads where the value of the PC register is used in the computation of the source memory address.
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•

—A predetermined, contiguous range of
is expected to reside and execute.
memory where
—A predetermined, contiguous range of
•
is expected to reside and execute.
memory where
—A predetermined, contiguous range of
•
. Consists of both
memory that is attested by
and
.
AUTHENTIC DATA/CODE

Fig. 1. Attestation process.

—The authentic,
code and data before
executes.
—The authentic,
code and data before
•
executes.
—The authentic, attested code and data. Con•
and
.
sists of
•

3)

PROCESSOR STATE
—The state of the executing processor when
is run. This includes processor state variables such
as interrupt vector definitions, hardware breakpoint settings, location of the stack, flag status, and others.
—The state of the executing processor when
•
is run with a given challenge.

•

4)

NOTATION
•

—The contents of memory space

.

B. How Trust is Established
takes a challenge and computes a checksum over a pre, to establish that a piece of
determined area of memory,
, is authentic and resides in an expected location,
software,
. In particular, it is designed so that the time required to
compute a correct checksum significantly exceeds
when
does not contain the authentic data,
. In
could
this section, we give a high-level overview of how
be used to establish the authenticity of a given piece of software,
. We consider the example of attesting software running on
voting machines on election day. A sequence of steps that could
allow for such attestation is as follows:
1) Election officials choose an appropriate run-time for
,
. This is chosen to allow reliable human
verifiability and can be based on usability studies. Incan make human verification easier
creasing
because it increases the total time overhead that results
when code attempts to forge a checksum. For example,
on the processors we use for testing, a 1-s
results in forgery computation times of at least 1.5 s, but
results in forgery computation times of
a 10-s
is iterative as we discuss
at least 15 s (Section VI).
can be specified by setting
in Section V, and
executes.4 (
is
the number of iterations
approximately the same for all challenges as we show in
Section VI.)
is integrated into voting machines’ software in a
2)
way that it effectively bootstraps trust when the machines
are used. We refer the reader to previous work [22] for
details on effectively deploying software-based attestation functions to establish trust. This step determines
4On

:

a Core 2 processor, for example,

1510 s.



3

5)

6)

7)

8)

and fixes the values of
,
,
,
,
,
,
, and
.
is fixed to the exact
For example, at this point,
is run.
location from which
Software reviewers receive the source code for all the
and the devoting machine software including
velopment environment. After reviewing and eventually
certifying the software for the election, they publicize
hashes of the correct voting-software binary images.
Prior to an election, each political party receives a voting
machine as it would be used in an election. These parties
verify that the software on the machine’s storage matches
with
the publicized hashes. Each party then runs
multiple, randomly chosen challenges to determine corresponding checksum values and the time to compute them,
. Furthermore, the value of
is established based on the minimum time required to compute a
forged checksum with the voting machine’s processor. For
is set to
if the voting
example,
machine uses one of the processors on which we tested.5
Finally, each party provides pollworkers from its party with
cards containing correct challenge–checksum pairs and the
. The pollworkers are instructed to mainvalue of
tain the secrecy of these cards.
Fig. 1 illustrates the basic attestation process on election
runs and
day. After a voting machine is turned ON,
prompts a poll worker for a challenge. A poll worker enters
a challenge off of the card provided to him in Step 4 and
starts a stopwatch.
computes a checksum over the memory region
. Upon completion, it displays the checksum to
the pollworker.
.
The poll worker stops his stopwatch to obtain
and
The poll worker verifies that
that the checksum matches the checksum on his card. If
both conditions hold, the poll worker can be assured that
the voting machine runs authentic software. Otherwise, he
declares that it does not.
Steps 5 through 7 are repeated by a poll worker from each
political party.

is a generic piece of software, it
must
Although
be fairly small (less than approximately one fourth the size of
the CPU cache or 512 KB on a system using a Core 2 processor,
5In Section VI, we show that on our test processors the fastest method
that is at least 50% greater than
for forging a checksum has a
. We choose
as the midpoint between the true
and the minimum
for forging a checksum. If
for forging a checksum
other processors are used, the minimum
must be determined by running code for the types of forgery discussed in
Section VI.
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for example) as we discuss in Section V. In practice, it may be
. Then, once
useful to include a hash function as part of
authenticity of the hash function code has been established, it
may be used to attest other portions of the machine [22].

the evening before an election. Alternatively, an insider at the
manufacturer might install software other than the reviewed
(Step 3, Section III-B) during machine production. We discuss
the precise means that we consider for successfully altering
in the following section.

C. Threat Model

D. Types of Attack

’s purpose is to establish the authenticity of
. It does
’s quality or functionality. In particular, if
is
not address
malicious or easily exploitable even after security reviews (Step
3, Section III-B), establishing its authenticity may provide no
benefit.
in real systems
The specific methods for deploying
are largely application-dependent and are not the focus of this
is deployed in a manner that prepaper. We assume that
vents unattested code or unattested process data from being used
after verification. Other work has discussed approaches for such
deployment [22]. Furthermore, we do not discuss the details
, including some critical
of input and output to and from
timing sensitivities. Franklin et al. address most of this issue in
their study of human verifiability [12].
’s output
We assume that at least one person verifying
behaves honestly, has accurate information, has a secret challenge and checksum, and has a reliable timing device. For example, in the voting scenario, we assume that at least one political party obtains a correct challenge–checksum pair with an
. Further, the secrecy of that challenge and
accurate
checksum is maintained within the party until a poll worker
properly uses them and an accurate stopwatch for verification.
We assume that an adversary does not replace any hardware
components of the system. Unlike previous techniques, ours enforces a large number of main memory accesses under a method
of forging a checksum that we describe in Section V-F. Because memory access times have varied significantly less than
CPU speeds over time [16], this property, in combination with
large forgery overheads, may allow for broader hardware assumptions in the future [16], [27], [28], but we have not explored the possibility in this work. We also assume that the attesting machine has a single CPU core without hardware virtualization support. Voting machines, and potentially other specialized, security-critical systems such as ATMs, can easily be
built with middle- or low-grade hardware meeting these requirements. Further, we assume that the adversary cannot offload
computation to a faster machine. This is also easy to verify in
the voting setting, for example, where machines are generally
not networked and can be disconnected during verification if
they are. Lastly, we assume an adversary does not trigger an
external system management mode (SMM) interrupt.6 This interrupt could be physically disabled through hardware design.
In our model, an adversary can, however, perform modifications to software. We assume that an adversary can alter any
portion of the system software including the BIOS, bootloader,
itself. Such modoperating system, user applications, and
ifications could occur in voting machines, for instance, while the
machines are in storage or left at the polling places overnight

Consider a system in our threat model on which one intends to
from memory space
with initial
execute code
. We consider three ways that an adverprocessor state
:
sary could execute code other than
1) Altering memory—An adversary could change instruc.
tions or data in
2) Altering location of execution—An adversary could exe, from the start.
cute code from memory other than
3) Altering processor state—An adversary could change the
state of the processor. Within this type of attack, there are
several possibilities including modifications of:
a) hardware breakpoints;
b) hardware watchpoints;
c) paging;
d) segmentation;
e) interrupt vectors;
f) flags;
g) floating point unit (FPU);
h) system call (sysenter) destination address.
We consider only these attacks in our analysis. In
Section V-E, however, we also discuss why it is likely that
can be modified easily to account for new, critical
processor state variables should they be discovered or added to
CPUs. With these methods of attack in mind, we next outline
that allow it to detect them.
properties of

6The SMM interrupt puts the processor in system management mode to execute code that is generally intended for power management and control of some
system hardware. It could allow an adversary to execute unattested code without
detection because the interrupt handler executes in an isolated memory space
(SMRAM), which
does not attest.

IV. SECURITY PROPERTIES
We outline key properties we aim to achieve with
.
1) Flexible yet Consistent Run-Times: The run-time of
should be consistent. This way users can be provided with
and
that they can reliably
values
. We
distinguish when they observe executions of
to
should be able to easily adjust the run-time of
adapt it to various applications and hardware.
2) Strongly Ordered Execution: The result of each compushould detation and memory read executed by
pend on the computations and memory reads that precede
it [15]. Such dependence ensures that the result of each
cannot be obtained without first executing
step of
the steps before it (with some probability) and allows one
cannot be sped up by skipping
to easily verify that
or reordering operations. More specifically, to minimize
the probability of an adversary predicting future states of
without execution, we want
’s state at any time
to be approximately pseudorandom with respect to the results of previous instructions.
,
3) Altered Memory Detection: If
should produce an incorrect checksum with high probability.
is executed from
4) Altered Location Detection: If
or computes a checksum
memory other than
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over memory other than
, it should produce an
incorrect checksum.7
5) Altered Processor State Detection: If the state of the pro,
should produce an
cessor is not equal to
incorrect checksum.
6) Limited Methods of Forgery: The ways by which an adversary can forge checksums should be as few as possible. The
availability of only a limited number of forgery approaches
makes an otherwise intractable analysis of forgery attacks
possible. Furthermore, we want the execution overhead incurred by each method of forging a checksum to be as large
as possible because greater increases in time can be distinguished more easily than small ones. In particular,
restricts an adversary forging a checksum to maintaining a
second copy of a large portion of attested memory, simuusing some form of interprelating large portions of
tive execution, or using hardware breakpoints. This property requires careful consideration because it is difficult to
achieve and crucial to analysis.
should be
7) Fast Function Iterations: Each iteration of
designed to execute as fast as possible. Forging checksums
.A
requires more work than computing them with
makes the overhead induced by that additional
faster
work proportionally larger.
V. DESIGN
We now describe the design of
. We begin by briefly
outlining the general concepts behind its construction. Then we
present its high-level structure and execution process. Finally,
we explain the design in further detail with respect to how
meets our target properties.
GENERAL CONCEPTS
At a high level, there are four fundamental principles of
’s design:
attests
1) Attest sufficiently and pseudorandomly—
all known aspects of machine state (Section III-D) that
. It does this
could critically affect the execution of
primarily by pseudorandomly inspecting parts of the machine state, based on the given challenge, and adding the
resulting values into a checksum (Sections V-C, V-D, and
attests memory by reading from
V-E). For example,
[14] and adding
pseudorandom locations within
the values read into the checksum (Section V-C). Such
pseudorandom selection prevents a checksum-forging admight attest a part of
versary from predicting when
the machine state that she has altered.
2) Self-attest—Like all software-based attestation functions
attests its own memory,
, as
[12]–[15],
’s memory,
. This fundamental deit attests
sign aspect prevents an adversary from forging a checksum
that simply adusing a trivially modified version of
. Every modification to
dresses every alteration made to
’s code potentially adds another alteration that must
be addressed.
fully utilizes the CPU’s en3) Use the entire cache—
tire, highest-level cache by pseudorandomly accessing a
, that is the same size as the
portion of memory,
7This is technically part of the processor state, but we address it separately
for clarity.

cache.8 The prominent method for forging checksums with
software-based attestation functions [12], [14], [15] has involved using a significant portion of additional memory
(primarily in what has been referred to as a “memory copy
attack” [12], [15]). By utilizing the entire cache, we force
forging code that uses additional memory to start making
accesses to main memory. This results in large run-times
of the forging code because accessing main memory is
very slow. (In particular, the time required to access main
memory is at least 50 times greater than the time of a CPU
clock cycle on the same system [16].)
’s code modifies itself. Specifically,
4) Self-modify—
the vast majority of the code that reads the attested memory
and processor state is regularly modified during checksum
attests its own code, each
computation. Because
modification affects both what will be executed and what
will be attested. Checksum forging code must somehow
separate attested memory from what is executed because it
but execute malicious code in order to
must attest
compute a correct checksum. Frequent self-modification,
results in slower checksum forging code because the code
must reflect every modification in both what it executes and
what it attests (Sections V-F and VI).
modifies is
Furthermore, the portion of code that
large, one half the size of the cache (one half the size
). This hinders forgery methods that keep two
of
copies of the modified code (one for attesting and one for
executing) because the second, large copy must be frequently accessed. As a result, the code uses significantly
more memory than fits in the cache and it must make many,
slow accesses to main-memory (Section V-F).
.
Next, we continue with the construction of
FUNCTION OVERVIEW
is depicted in Fig. 2.
The basic memory layout around
’s execution is deterministic for a given challenge. As ilbegins with initialization code, which executes
lustrated,
first. This code reads the challenge from the user and sets up
processor states including registers and breakpoints as well as
some memory. It also relocates the stack and interrupt descriptor
table (IDT) to within attested memory and disables interrupts to
execution.
ensure constant
The initialization code is followed by the main code block,
which is in turn followed by modifiable code blocks, where
. Each of the modifiable
code blocks has portions of code that are overwritten. The
source of the instructions for these modifications is the opcode
table, which is a large table of elements that each contain a
widely variable set of instructions. The opcode table is generated automatically by pseudorandomly selecting operations
and operands from predefined sets and ranges. The resulting
instructions are used to fill 8-byte cells of the table. In summary,
and the
the instructions in the opcode table inspect
state of the executing processor and add the results into the
checksum. We give an overview of this table in the full version
of the paper.9 Together, the main block, modifiable blocks,
code. The main and
and opcode table comprise the core
8The cache on x86 processors is managed internally and transparently from
the user. When main memory is read, the corresponding data is automatically
saved to the cache. If the cached data is later read, it is automatically pulled from
the cache rather than from memory.
9Available at http://cs.jhu.edu/~ryan/attestation_code/
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Fig. 2. High-level structure of the attested code (not to scale).

Fig. 3. Execution process of the core

code.

modifiable blocks execute iteratively to attest
and the
processor state to compute the checksum.
’s primary iteration. Each iteration beFig. 3 illustrates
gins in the main code block. As depicted, the code pseudorandomly chooses two modifiable code blocks and modifies them
by overwriting a portion of each with sets of instructions that are
pseudorandomly chosen from the opcode table. Then, it chooses
one more modifiable code block , again pseudorandomly, and
executes a variety of instructions,
transfers execution to it.
some of which are constant and some of which have been modified to contain instructions from the opcode table. Many of these
and the processor as
instructions inspect the state of
they are executed, and add resulting values into the checksum
to conduct the attesation. For example, the instructions include
,
memory reads from pseudorandom addresses within
and the values read are added to the checksum. The modifiable
block finally returns execution to the top of the main code block
to start another iteration.
After the last iteration has completed, execution continues to
the finalize code. The finalize code reports the checksum to the
. It then transfers
user and sets the processor state to
.
execution to
fills the CPU’s
As discussed above, the memory in
highest level cache exactly, and the modifiable code blocks fill
one half of it. We discuss how these properties help force large
overheads from forgeries in more detail in Sections V-F and VI.
Commented pseudoassembly for the main code block and
the modifiable code blocks are presented in Fig. 4. We refer
to it in the following sections and explain the rationale behind the instructions. The actual assembly code is listed in
.
Appendices A and B. We now explain the design of
A. Flexible Yet Consistent Run-Times
achieves flexible and consistent run-times by its
straightforward, iterative structure [lines 3–5 of Fig. 4(b)].

Fig. 4.
pseudocode.

pseudocode. (a) Main block pseudocode; (b) modifiable block

To obtain humanly verifiable run-times, many iterations of
’s primary loop are executed (50 000 000 in our data).
As a result, the observed mean execution-time per iteration has
low variance (law of large numbers). The run-time of
on a Core 2 processor, for example, can be approximated as
s. Clearly, the run-time can
be increased or decreased by adjusting the number of iterations.
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Fig. 5. Structure of a modifiable block.

Fig. 6. Flow of values through processor registers during one iteration of
.

B. Strongly Ordered Execution
The execution of each iteration of
is dependent on
the results of previous iterations and the challenge. Operations
within each iteration are also strongly ordered. This ensures
that the time to compute the checksum is bound by the comcode with correct memory
plete execution time of all the
reads and processor state. In particular, different registers have
pseudorandom contents at various points of an iteration with respect to the results of previous operations and memory reads.
We use these registers to accumulate information about the state
and the state of the processor as we describe in
of
Sections V-C, V-D, and V-E. The registers’ concatenated values
comprise the checksum itself.
The general structure of a modifiable code block is illustrated
in Fig. 5. It is 64 bytes long, the size of a cache line. This length
ensures that forgery code that must use more than the allotted
portion of memory for a modifiable block will need to access
significantly more main memory than it would otherwise because memory is accessed one cache line at a time. Furthermore,
restricting the size of the block to no more than a single cache
. The
line minimizes its size and optimizes the run-time of
modifiable block consists of eight subblocks, four that are modifiable and four that are constant. Modifications made by the
main code block consist of overwriting individual modifiable
subblocks with 8-byte instruction sets from the opcode table.
Although we examine other important qualities of the subblocks
in further sections, with respect to strongly ordered execution,
we note that constant subblocks 1, 2, and 4 each ADD or XOR a
pseudorandom constant value into a register [lines 2, 8, and 13

in Fig. 4(b)]. These pseudorandom constants are each set independently during initialization using a pseudorandom number
generator (PRNG) that is seeded by the user challenge.10 This
helps us achieve strong ordering, as we describe below.
Conjecture 1: If one bit of the checksum is altered during
execution, all bits of the checksum are pseudorandomly
altered within 35 iterations.
loop, the initialization code
Prior to executing the main
sets all the CPU’s general purpose registers (GPRs) except ecx
(the iteration counter) with the 32-bit output of the PRNG that
is seeded by the user challenge.
After initialization,
incorporates the values of each
memory read and processor register into other registers through
each checksum iteration using one-to-one arithmetic operations.
This is similar to the approach used in Pioneer [15]. The flow
of these values is illustrated in Fig. 6. The addition of edx to
esi in the upper right of the figure, for example, corresponds
to line 4 in the pseudocode [Fig. 4(a)] or line 3 in the assembly
(Appendix A).
The gray registers in Fig. 6 represent registers that store
64 bits of entropy (two 32-bit registers) that are continually
maintained from the challenge. At any point during the iteration, at least one gray register in the left column and one gray
register in the right column stores these bits (the checksum).
The registers pass the entropy to other registers by adding
or XORing through the iteration, as illustrated. The code is
designed such that the illustrated operations between these
gray registers all occur before any non-one-to-one (entropy
destroying) operations do. For example, edi is masked (some
of its bits are zeroed using a bitwise and operation)—line
7 of Fig. 4(a)—only after being XORed to ebx—line 6 of
Fig. 4(a)—thus passing its entropy onto ebx. These 64 bits
from the registers represented in gray are used to aggregate
’s
effects from operations and memory reads during
execution and comprise the checksum itself. Specifically, we
say a value is incorporated into the checksum to refer to that
value being accumulated into this 64-bit aggregation using
a one-to-one operation into one of the registers in gray. For
example, a 32-bit value read from memory could be incorporated into the checksum by adding it into edi at the very
end/beginning of an iteration.
The alternation of ADD and XOR operations provides a weak
form of strong ordering over the short term because the two
operations are not associative in general [15]. However,
achieves a stronger dependence on previous operations after
several iterations, by altering the registers with pseudorandom
values.
If the flow of values in Fig. 6 is extended to three iterations,
a value in any register shown is propagated to any other register
through exclusively one-to-one operations. Therefore, a single
bit error in any value incorporated into the checksum propagates through all registers in gray in a maximum of three iterations. Lastly, we note that the modifiable block to which the
main block jumps is dependent on the value of ebx each iteration [lines 30–32 and 35 of Fig. 4(a)]. Although this destination
block is not dependent on the value of all bits of ebx, the rotate bits right (ror) operation requires that any single bit error
in a register propagates through all other bits in a maximum of
iterations, a bit error in
32 iterations. Thus, after
10We

use RC4, discarding the initial 2048 bytes.
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any register affects a bit of ebx that determines the modifiable
block to which the main block jumps. From this point, the values
in the registers rapidly diverge from the correct values since
each modifiable block incorporates different, pseudorandomly
chosen constants into the values of the registers as explained
early in this section. Hence, a single bit error in any value incorporated into the checksum causes a quick divergence in all the
checksum bits.
We applied statistical tests to verify that the distribution of
the register values is approximately pseudorandom. We ran randomness tests [29] on the concatenated values of edi and edx
from each of five
at the start of 5 000 000 iterations of
challenges.11 The results of five different tests12 stated that truly
random data would perform “worse” (i.e., appear less random)
than our recorded registers at least 26% of the time.
The values in the checksum registers are heavily relied upon
. They are used, for example, to select source and desby
tination code blocks for modification and target code blocks for
itself
execution. Thus, the execution path and process of
also strongly depend on the results of all its previous operations.
C. Altered Memory Detection
We have established the way that values are incorporated into
’s execution is made highly
the checksum and the way that
dependent on the correctness of these values. We now show
how we can use this property to inspect the state of a system’s
memory to ensure that any alterations in the memory yield an
is run.
incorrect checksum when
reads memory. The
There are two means by which
reasons for both of these are covered in Section V-F when we
discuss limiting the methods of possible forgery.
The first method is enabled when modifiable subblocks are
modified to contain memory reading instructions that read
from direct addresses (i.e., the source address is an integer
value encoded directly into the read instruction—e.g., <add
(0x4010ee3), %eax>). Every entry of the opcode table
that has an index with odd parity contains such a memory
reading instruction. When making modifications to the modifiable blocks, the main code block checks the parity of the
opcode table entry that it uses for the modification. When it is
odd, it writes a pseudorandom source address into the newly
written instruction [lines 7–15 and 20–27 of Fig. 4(a)]. As a
result, on average, one half of the modifiable subblocks have
memory reading instructions.
The second method of reading memory uses a register-relative read instruction in the third constant subblock of every mod. (A
ifiable block [Fig. 5 and lines 10–11 in Fig. 4(b)] of
register-relative read uses the value of a register in the computation of the source address—e.g., <add (%ebx), %eax>.)
This read instruction is executed once per iteration.
of an adversary modiConjecture 2: The probability
fying attested memory without it being incorporated into the
checksum is bounded by

11We used a slightly modified user-mode version of
to obtain the
values.
12These include a binary matrix rank, discrete Fourier transform, Maurer’s
universal statistical, random excursion, and linear complexity test [29].
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where
is the size of the attested memory in bytes and is the
.
number of iterations executed by
reads any incorrect bit of
Following Conjecture 1, if
memory and incorporates it into the checksum, then
yields an incorrect checksum with high probability. We also
ensure that memory reads occur with a uniform distribution
over a memory region that covers all attested code since the
source addresses come from registers which have an approximately random distribution (Section V-B). As a result, we can
derive the probability that an adversary can modify only a
single bit of attested memory without it being incorporated into
the checksum. The derivation is given in the full version of
the paper.9 For our test machines with the largest cache size,
a Core and Core 2 Duo with 2 MB of cache, the code attests
2 MB of memory. We chose to run the code for 50 000 000
iterations during our tests because the number provided reasonable time properties for human verifiability. Thus, in our
examples, the probability of an adversary modifying a single
bit without it being incorporated into the checksum is less than
.
D. Altered Location Detection
uses many registers as both sources in operations
whose results are incorporated into the checksum and as
memory addresses for accessing data and code. For example,
ebx is used as the destination address for jumping to a modifiable block [lines 30–32 and 35 in Fig. 4(a)], and it is used
as a source in many instructions in the opcode table and hence
in many executed instructions in the modifiable subblocks.
Thus, if one of these execution or data addresses is altered, an
incorrect checksum results with high probability.
E. Altered Processor State Detection
We use several approaches to ensure that the processor is
during checksum computation. First, there
in state
are several processor state variables we do not need to directly
account for at all. For example, modifications to paging are
not problematic in general because they do not alter the virtual
memory space, which is what all the code operates in. Similarly,
the FPU and the system call (sysenter) destination address
only become relevant when they are explicitly used by the attested executable. As a result, rather than checking the state of
, we simply place a requirethese processor elements in
that it not conduct any operations that would be
ment on
affected by these CPU state variables without first explicitly setting them to a known state.
Segmentation is similar to paging in the sense that it mostly
does not affect the virtual memory space. One difference between segmentation and paging, however, is that segmentation
operates independently for data and code and can thus separate
the physical memory spaces for each. The self-modifying strucprevents this possibility by modifying memory
ture of
used as both code and data.
We account for several processor state variables by explicitly
checking them and incorporating them into the checksum. For
example, the opcode table includes some instruction sets that
read the address of the IDT and XOR it into one of the GPRs.13
Our use of the opcode table provides several benefits. First, since
13Recall that
relocates the IDT within attested memory during initialization to verify that no malicious interrupt handlers are set during checksum
computation.
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the table contains on the order of tens of thousands of instruction sets (for cache sizes of 512–2048 KB), it allows us to choose
approximate probabilities for the execution of various instructions by including those instructions in an appropriate number
of opcode table entries. In particular, we can include instructions
that are executed with very low probability each iteration. This
is important for reading processor structures such as the IDT
address and model specific registers (MSRs) because reading
them is often very slow (on the order of hundreds of CPU cycles). However, the possibility that they may be read during
the execution of any modifiable block and incorporated into the
checksum requires a forging adversary to also modify memory.
Specifically, if an adversary changes these processor structures,
’s code to avoid computing an incorrect
she must alter
checksum. The second benefit of the opcode table in this context is its flexibility. If a security-critical processor structure is
discovered or added to CPUs and needs to be checked, the opcode table can easily be changed to include instruction sets that
check the new processor structure (more details on the opcode
table are included in the full version of the paper9). The state of
the flags are similarly checked in this manner.
must also prevent an adversary from setting hardware
breakpoints or watchpoints of her choice. We could check the
state of these mechanisms by including instructions in the opcode table that explicitly inspect them and incorporate their state
into the checksum the same way we check the IDT.14 However,
we ensure the integrity of hardware breakpoints and watchpoints
by using them instead to ensure a large workload for an adversary attempting to forge a checksum using the breakpoints,
which we discuss further in Section V-F. All of our test processors support a combined total of up to four hardware breakpoints
and watchpoints. We set memory-read breakpoints on four pseudorandomly chosen memory addresses within attested memory.
We set the interrupt handler so that every time memory is accessed from one of these addresses, a register value is incorporated into the checksum. The read addresses that trigger the
breakpoints are selected pseudorandomly using the PRNG that
is seeded by the challenge during initialization. An adversary
wishing to use the hardware breakpoints herself must omit at
. Therefore, under
least one of the breakpoints used by
this solution, the adversary must check whether the omitted
breakpoint should have been fired upon every memory read so
she can potentially emulate its effects on the checksum. Because memory reads occur three times per iteration, on average,
this forces significant overhead on the adversary as we show in
Sections V-F and VI.
F. Limited Methods of Forgery
yields incorrect checksums when
We have shown how
an adversary modifies processor state or attested memory. Now
we examine the way it limits the methods an adversary can use
to forge a checksum.
We restrict an adversary who is attempting to forge a
checksum to 1) regularly accessing a significant amount of
14One caveat here is that the number of instructions that check this in the code
would need to be greater than the number of hardware breakpoints supported by
the processor. This is necessary to prevent an adversary from using the breakpoints by setting a hardware breakpoint at the instructions where they would
supposedly be inspected and then forging the result of the inspection within the
breakpoint interrupt handler.

main memory, 2) simulating execution of the modifiable blocks
using some form of interpretive execution, or 3) using hardware breakpoints. In Section VI, we show that each of these
requires significant slowdowns in the computation of a forged
checksum.
First, recall that an expected one half of the modifications
made by the main code block consist of writing memory read
instructions with direct source addresses to the modifiable
subblocks (Section V-C).15 For an adversary to successfully
forge a checksum, we have shown that she must modify
and hence modify at least one bit of attested memory. Simultaneously, these read instructions access values from the modified
memory with overwhelming probability (Conjecture 2) and
incorporate the altered value into the checksum, causing it to
diverge. Hence, the read instructions or their source addresses
must be changed or replaced to prevent an incorrect checksum.
However, since these read instructions with their directly
coded source addresses may be read themselves, this structure
creates an immediate conflict between memory that is read
and memory that is executed during a forgery. One method of
forging a checksum follows:
modifiable
1) In addition to a copy of the legitimate
code that is read, the adversary maintains a second, altered
copy of the code that is executed (a memory-copy forgery
[15]). In this case, for every modification made to the code
during execution, the adversary needs to reflect the change
in the copy being attested as well as the copy being executed since the modified code could be read and/or executed from that point. Because the attested memory fills the
entire CPU cache, and modifications must continually be
made to both copies of the modifiable code, this approach
requires a significant increase in main memory accesses
.
compared to unmodified
Next, recall that the third constant subblock of each modifiable code block contains a read instruction that reads from an address that is contained in a register [register-relative read-Fig. 5
and lines 10–11 of Fig. 4(b)].16 Hence, the result of the read
is dependent on the value of the register, eax, at the time of
the read. Furthermore, approximately 35.3% of the instruction
sets in the opcode table, and thus in the modifiable subblocks
modify eax. Similarly, other modified instructions are likely to
affect various values before they are used in arithmetic that affects eax (as in a typical dependency tree). If we temporarily
disregard hardware breakpoints and interrupts, two alternatives
to forgery type 1 now follow, only one of which offers a potential advantage over the memory-copy forgery:
2) The adversary avoids maintaining a separate copy of
the modifiable code. In this case, she can keep either the
modifiable blocks in memory or altered
legitimate
versions of the blocks.
Suppose the adversary keeps the legitimate blocks in
memory. If we ignore breakpoints, she cannot directly
execute a block unless she can first determine that its
register-relative read does not read from memory that she
has altered. However, doing so involves ascertaining the
effects of the block execution on the register that provides
15Recall that these are read instructions that have the source memory address
directly encoded into the instruction, e.g., <sub (0x400472d), %ebp>.
16Instructions in approximately 25% of the opcode table cells make checks
that the register relative read instruction is in place in the executing block.
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instruction interpretation and code writing or conditional execution. An adversary can also always simulate by the basic
principles of a Turing machine [30], [31]. Lastly, we show in
Section VI that firing interrupts such as breakpoints also causes
significant delays in execution.
G. Fast Iterations

the read’s source address (eax). Hence, the adversary
must simulate the execution of the block to determine the
address used by the relative read or to emulate the block’s
execution entirely (a simulation forgery).
Alternatively, the adversary may be able to keep only
altered versions of the modifiable blocks in memory. If
she does not simulate the blocks’ execution, each memory
read must be expanded with code to allow translation
as it is read, since the
of altered memory to
blocks are not resident.17 However, an
correct
block exactly fills a small cache line
unaltered
(64 bytes—Section V-B) before being expanded. Since
any modifiable block contains as many as five memory
read instructions,18 even small amounts of additional code
(13 bytes or approximately two to five instructions) per
read instruction have the effect of doubling the size of each
block. As a result, this approach requires frequent access
of approximately as much memory as the memory-copy
forgery (forgery type 1), and at the same time, it requires
significantly more computation.
A reduction to the methods of forgery above applies when
an adversary must modify memory read instructions or adjacent
code to verify that she is not reading modified data. Breakpoints
have potential to violate this condition by enabling redirection
of execution without a modification to instructions and provide
a third approach to forging a checksum:
3) The adversary uses hardware breakpoints (a breakpoint
forgery). The possibilities with breakpoints are complex,
but because we use all possible processor breakpoints in
, an adversary trying to use a breakpoint for forgery
must remove one of the legitimate breakpoints. As a result,
any forgery computation that uses breakpoints must use
one at least once each iteration because it must make sure
that the register-relative read instruction in the modifiable
subblock does not read from an address that should have
a breakpoint set on it. If it does not, it must modify or
interpret the read instruction and is reduced to one of the
two methods of forging above, respectively.
Memory access times are typically at least 50 (on some systems as much as 500) times greater than the time of a CPU clock
cycle on the same system [16], and this is true of our test processors. This relationship makes memory-copy forgeries very
costly since the cache is exactly filled with attested memory
, and the continual use
during execution of an unmodified
of a large portion of additional memory (another half the size of
the cache) necessitates many accesses to main memory. Simulation is also expensive as we will see in Section VI, requiring
17The adversary may be able to use call instructions to transfer execution to
routines, which can translate the altered memory. These instructions also require
additional code, however, because pushed return addresses overwrite attested
values in the stack (Section V).
18The probability that any specified modifiable block contains five memory
read instructions at any given time during
’s execution is 1/16.

to be fast because delays caused by
Recall that we want
attempts to forge checksums are proportionally larger for shorter
run-times. Below, we mention some aspects of
’s
design that contribute to its speed.
’s inAside from memory accesses, the majority of
structions require only a single CPU cycle (add, and, xor,
ror, lea, sub, or, dec). The ability to use such fast operations is a product of a bottom up design. For example, every
pseudorandom address (to be modified, to be read from, or to be
jumped to) is chosen by an and and an add or lea instruction.
We achieve this with careful sizing of the modifiable subblocks,
the modifiable blocks, and the opcode table.
The code for each iteration is also short. The main code
block is 128 bytes in length,19 and each modifiable code block
is 64 bytes long.
Furthermore, we avoid explicitly setting flags in all but one
case. Instead, our conditions are checked automatically through
instructions with other purposes. Like the low-latency operations, this is partly enabled by the higher-level design. For example, allowing the parity of an opcode-table entry’s index to
indicate a read or nonread instruction provides a method for determining these instructions without the need for any additional
lines of code. We also preserve flags for prolonged series of instructions by using lea for addition rather than the typical add
because it does not affect the flags.
Lastly, despite some relatively complex conditional behavior,
the code utilizes conditional moves to completely avoid conditional jumping so that the prefetch queue is always filled with
instructions that will be executed.
VI. IMPLEMENTATIONS
We now evaluate the run-time overhead of checksum forgery
computations. Our objective is to find lower bounds on the
overhead that forging code must incur. To do this, we imand very simple operations that represent a
plemented
subset of the tasks required to forge a checksum.20 In accordance with our discussion of possible methods of forging a
checksum in Section V-F, we implement simple portions of
code to compute a forgery using the memory-copy method,
two possible simulation methods, and a method that utilizes
hardware breakpoints. Further, to account for the possibility of
an adversary gaining an advantage by compressing data in any
of these methods of forging (up to a reduction of one half), we
reduce the memory occupancy of the code for the simulation
and breakpoint methods by half. That is, for modeling those
approaches, our forgery code only attests a range of memory
equal to the size of half the CPU cache, and its modifiable
blocks occupy only one quarter of the cache. We do not need to
compress the code for the memory-copy forgery in our benchmarks since decompression is actually a subset of simulation in
19A

power of 2 only by coincidence.
of our code is implemented as Linux kernel modules and is available at
http://cs.jhu.edu/~ryan/attestation_code/
20All
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RUN-TIME OF

AND

TABLE II
FORGERY CODE. (ALL TIMES ARE IN SECONDS.)

the blocks (which are never actually used) and then correct the
two registers that were changed respectively.
B. Simulation Through Code Modification

Fig. 7. Run-time of code on Core 2 CPU.

the basic sense that we consider it. Specifically, for our analysis,
we consider simulation of a piece of code to be any effort to
dynamically obtain its effects without directly executing it from
its original location in memory. Hence, decompressing and
executing compressed code is actually a form of simulation, and
a memory-copy forgery involving compression/decompression
is a superset of the work for the simple simulation forgeries
we analyze. Additionally, for the purpose of demonstration, we
have implemented complete code to correctly forge a checksum
although it is not part of our analysis.
We measured the run-times of 25 executions of each implementation on the processors listed in Table I. All but one CPU
core and hyperthreading were disabled when applicable. Each of
the 25 runs used a different challenge, and the size of the code
was adjusted to correspond to the cache size of the respective
executing processor as described in our architecture. We set the
number of iterations to 50 000 000 because this number seemed
to provide reasonable timing properties for human verifiability.
Our results are presented in Table II and Fig. 7. We briefly describe each implementation below.
A. Memory-Copy Forgery
The idea behind the memory-copy forgery is to maintain
two copies of the modifiable blocks, one for attestation and
one for execution. While the complete version of such a
forgery involves many complex aspects as discussed briefly in
Section VI-E, one requirement is that every modification made
to the modifiable blocks is reflected in both copies of the blocks
in order to ensure correct execution and attestation.
In the memory-copy code we used for our benchmarks, we
’s code. For
added eight instructions to the main block of
each of the two modifications, we added two movsd instructions and two lea instructions to modify the second copy of

Without breakpoints, if the adversary does not maintain a separate copy of memory from which to execute, then she must
simulate the execution of the modifiable blocks to avoid reading
from a modified address, as discussed in Section V-F. There are
effectively two ways code can be simulated. After reading the
code to be simulated, one can either write code to memory that
mimics the actions of the simulated instructions and then execute it or conditionally execute code already resident in memory
(or some combination of the two).
In this section, we discuss simulation through the write-thenexecute approach. Any simulation using the technique must read
the code it wishes to simulate, write some new code to emulate it, and then execute it. Our partial forgery code is
with a small addition to the end of the main block. The additional code blindly copies the intended destination modifiable
block to a temporary block that resides in cache and transfers
execution onto it. The copying process omits any bytes of code
that are consistent among modifiable blocks, and we succeed the
copying code with a minimal length series of no-op instructions
to avoid invalidating the prefetch queue. Recall that the code
code for the same
is also only half the size of the real
machine. The copying process involves ten movsd instructions
and ten add instructions.
This simple process of effectively executing the target modifiable block from a different location is a subset of the requirements to fully simulate code using the write-then-execute approach.
C. Simulation Through Conditional Execution
We examine the second possible approach to a simulation
forgery where, rather than writing new code, the adversary
conditionally executes code that is already resident in memory.
This implementation conservatively models a basic process
whereby simulation code reads each modifiable subblock of
the simulated modifiable block, computes a fast hash of the
subblock, and then jumps to code that appropriately emulates
it according to the hash. The implementation uses a copy of the
corresponding legitimate opcode table where each instruction
set of the table is spaced 8 bytes apart so it may be followed by a
jump instruction to return execution control to the “simulator.”
It also models each hash look-up function with only an and
and add instruction. As a result of the simplified hash, the
code does effectively no real simulation of the block. It simply
jumps to a table cell approximately pseudorandomly for each
subblock it pretends to simulate, which then jumps back to
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the simulator. Again, recall that it is only attesting a range of
memory half the size of the cache.
D. Forgery Using Breakpoints
Rather than interpreting or using a second copy of memory,
this method of computing a forgery utilizes a hardware breakpoint per iteration. Disregarding the breakpoints that are nor(Section V-E), each iteration, the main
mally used by
block of this implementation sets a hardware breakpoint at the
relative-read instruction in the modifiable block that will be executed. The debug interrupt handler that is called when the breakpoint triggers simply returns. The code does not set up the breakpoint trigger to cause an expensive task switch as would be necessary to prevent alteration of attested stack data nor does its
interrupt handler actually aid in computing a forgery.
E. Complete Memory-Copy Forgery
In the code discussed above, we implemented simple subsets of requirements to successfully forge a checksum using
each method. We also implemented code that computes a correct, forged checksum for the purpose of demonstration. It is the
fastest code we were able to develop but is quite complex and
not a part of our analysis. We highlight some of its aspects.
The complete forgery code uses the memory-copy method
where the correct modifiable blocks are maintained in the
correct location and a second copy is executed from outside
. In addition to the added memory writes made by
the partial memory-copy implementation (Section VI-A), the
most expensive portion of computing the complete forgery
is checking whether or not each written instruction contains
a read because it must be done twice per iteration, and the
conditional jumps involved have potential to invalidate the
prefetch queue. When a modifiable block is to be modified
with a read instruction, the code must also generate appropriate
addresses for both the attested and executed blocks. Several
other modifications were necessary.
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partial memory-copy (Mem Copy) method saw the significant
slowdowns we expected from accesses to slow, main memory.
Lastly, the run-time overhead caused by computing a complete
forged checksum is sharply greater (167.31% on the Core 2
architecture) than that of the simpler code portions.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new approach to software-based attestation primitives that relies on the basic principle that accesses to
main memory are significantly slower than accesses to cache or
CPU clock cycles. We implement a construction for the 32-bit
x86 instruction set. Our empirical results demonstrate that
simple portions of code required to compute a forged checksum
’s run-time. Because the
cause significant overheads in
overheads are large enough that they can be detected by a
human with a stop watch, the techniques may eventually be
able to contribute to the design of voting and other systems
where people can establish the authenticity of software on a
local machine.
APPENDIX
A. Main Block Code
The code for the main block is included below. It corresponds
to the process outlined in Fig. 4(a). Most of the operations are
not coded in the same order as they appear in the pseudocode
of Fig. 4(a) to avoid dependencies between nearby instructions.
The code is written in AT&T syntax (i.e., instructions are of the
format <op src, dest>).

F. Benchmark Summary
Our results, timed over 25 executions on each processor, are
presented in Table II and Fig. 7. We see that the most effective
portion of forgery code incurs at least a 50% overhead in execution time on all processors.
Overall, the run-time overheads created by the portions of
forgery code seem sufficient for human verification. The minimum overhead incurred by forgery code on the Core 2 is approximately 3.8 s. This range seems distinguishable fairly easily
and could
by a human with a stopwatch over a 7.5-s
also easily be increased by increasing the number of iterations.
The overhead of the hardware breakpoint method is 162.84%
or more of the standard run-time on all processors, which suggests that frequent use of hardware breakpoints is impractical.
Large overheads are caused by writing to the breakpoint register
and the invalidation of pipelined data preprocessed by the CPU
upon each breakpoint interrupt.
The primary source of overhead for the copy-based simulation (Sim Copy) forgery is derived from the delay of copying
and invalidation of the instruction cache while the conditional
execution based simulation (Sim Cond) is mainly slowed
by increased memory accesses and the processor’s frequent
inability to fully prefetch conditionally executed code. The

B. Modifiable Block Code
The code for each modifiable block is included below. It corresponds to the process outlined in Fig. 4(b). Large portions of
the code are filled in pseudorandomly from the opcode table and
with pseudorandomly from the pocode table and with pseudorandimly chosen constant during initializaing.
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